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ABSTRACT 

Women who make half the population of this world are always suppressed by the so called male dominated society. Why so disparity with 

them? An average women of this world are a victim of some or the other action of men. Why always women, we keep saying that the 

world is growing, its changing, women are becoming aware of their rights, but how many women are actually being benefited. 

The crimes like eve teasing, molestation,not only at homes but at offices is also on increase, with the increase of number of working 

women. The number of rape cases has increased many folds as compared to data available of previous years. 

Women have proved themselves in various fields, they are better managers than men, not only at homes but at work places also,  but still 

lots of women are unaware of their capabilities. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Today is the era of modernization, development and change. And everything we can witness in our country also. Some use to say, the 

changes are slow in pace in comparison of developed countries. But we can’t ignore India is second developing country. 

India is always rich in culture and tradition .We have as many as 18 major spoken language in our country. We claim us as a f irst 

civilization. We are having rich historical heritage . But always in our country, man gets more importance then woman. 

It start with the birth of a girl and end up with her death. In a typical Indian family it is festival kind of atmosphere if a boy gets birth but if 

girl gets birth there will not be the same atmosphere you can witness. Many social rituals are making women condition worse. One of the 

biggest evil is known as" DOWRY" ,even now the ghost " DOWRY" taking thousands of life. 

But really as it is era of change, condition of woman in India also changing, perhaps it is not rapid as we want but still improvement is 

there. If we want rapid pace in growth of women, all society should be united for uplift of women. 

There is a famous saying" behind every successful man there is woman". Why that woman is not come in front? always why woman will 

be behind? But slowly its changing Leadership in India. 

 

POSITIVE OUTCOMES FOR WOMEN 

 Strengthen women’s security in crisis. 
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 Provide justice for women. 

 Women need the skills and confidence to influence the decisions that directly affect their lives. 

 Involvement women in all peace processes. 

 Gender equality. 

 Work in team to transform society. 

 Opinion of women’s on the national agenda. 

 

FEMALE INFANTICIDE 

Like Dowry, the next problem that women face is the Female Infanticide which is described as the intentional killing of the recently born 

baby girl. People forced women for abortion once a female birth is reported. This practice is very common in some of the caste who 

believe that female birth will let their respect down. But they forget that their existence is only because of women. so it should be stop 

immediately and everyone has to think in betterment of women’s. 

 

DOWRY 

Women are forced to bring dowry from their parents and if she failed, then she is beaten till death. This is the developing Indian Society. 
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